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Introduction
The ethos behind Inglorious Bustards nature tourism has always been to use travel
to bring positive outcomes for biodiversity in the places we visit and beyond. We
came to the ecotourism industry from a background in sustainable agriculture,
travel and conservation, full of ideas about how the market can be used to drive
conservation initiatives, and determined to put these into practice across the East
Atlantic Flyway.
This of course brings challenges! As conservationists, we are only too aware of the
environmental impact of the activities associated with tourism. We want to share
the joy of watching wildlife all along the East Atlantic Flyway, but in doing so we
inevitably encourage consumption of the planet´s resources.
We launched our #FlywayPromise in 2019, making a pledge to our guests,
colleagues and conservation partners that we would strive to meet the challenges
of responsible ecotourism. We call this concept #FlywayBirding. We put
conservation action and education at the very heart of what we do, to ensure our
operations benefit rather than exploit wildlife. On our trips, “eco-tourism” is a
promise, not an oxymoron.
Truly sustainable, responsible ecotourism is essential in supporting local economies
and preventing the destruction of habitats that not only host much of the world´s
biodiversity but also provide essential ecosystem service functions such as carbon
sequestration, thereby providing overall net benefit to biodiversity conservation
and the wider environment.
In July 2020, Niki completed the Global Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC)´s
training course in Sustainable Tourism delivery. This excellent learning programme
gives a full understanding of GSTC´s Sustainability Criteria and how to apply them
appropriately to a tourism business or organisation of any size or scope.
It teaches the importance of having a sustainability reporting and management
system in place, to make sustainability achievements measurable, and to help
move towards continuous improvement. This document details our present
situation according to GSTC Criteria and also our sustainability journey from the
beginning and into the future.
The criteria and themes of truly sustainable tourism are wide-reaching, covering
cultural, socio-economic and natural heritage. As a small tour operator, it is not
within our scope to change the tourism industry alone. But we can have a positive
impact on our little corner of it - traveling to both experience and help nature - as
well as holding up a light for others, illuminating the art of the possible.
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The theme about which we are most passionate and where we are able to exert
the most influence through our small conservation-based travel company is the
interconnectedness of habitat and species conservation, food choice and carbon
footprint. We believe a nature-watching tour can and should deliver exemplary
responsible wildlife-watching, local sustainably-produced food and insight into
local and global conservation issues linked with local natural, cultural, and
culinary heritage, and that these things go indivisibly hand-in-hand. This will be
the central theme of this document and the area in which we particularly aim to
excel.
Each section of the following document, A to D, follows the sustainability criteria
set out for tour operators by the Global Sustainable Tourism Council. They are
designed to cover everything up to large tour operators with many staff and their
own properties, so not all are applicable. Using guidance and training from GSTC
we have used this document to demonstrate what we are doing to fulfil applicable
sustainability criteria across the board, and where our journey will take us next.
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Key Achievements
Sustainability is a journey, moving towards continuous improvement. In this, our first
Sustainability Management Report and Plan, we feel it is appropriate to document some of
our key achievements over the last 5 years.
✓ Since 2016 we have forged partnerships with environmentally-focussed charities, nongovernmental organisations and businesses across the East Atlantic Flyway, through
which we are able to deliver meaningful conservation work on the ground. Highlights
include contribution of almost 1000 volunteer hours to raptor counts and seabird
monitoring programmes in The Straits of Gibraltar through Fundación Migres, and
funding the the first phase of an ongoing mangrove swamp restoration project in The
Gambia through Gambia Bird Watchers Association.
✓ Since 2016 we have sought to use sustainably-produced, culturally-relevant food to
provide an engaging bridge between peoples, cultures and Nature. Highlights include
meals with local families in the Rif Mountains of Morocco´s Talassemtane National Park
and in The Gambia where we can share food and learn about traditional life, and visits
to artisanal salt pans in Cádiz, where our guests can learn about the skills and
sustainable practices around traditional salt production as well as having a try
themselves.
✓ Since 2016, we have been reinforcing the positive socio-economic impacts of caring for
biodiversity by ensuring that all our regular accommodation providers and
restaurateurs across the East Atlantic Flyway are owned and run by local residents and
employ local people. We work with our colleagues to eliminate single-use plastic
from group meal times, improve on-site recycling facilities and reduce carbon
footprint through offering more high-quality vegetarian meals prepared with local,
seasonal food. We also employ and train local guides across our destinations.
✓ Since 2016 we have reduced single-use plastic waste from our picnics to practically
zero.
✓ Since 2017 we have measured, reported and audited all energy used and resulting
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (GHGs) related to and resulting from our business,
transport, food and hotel stays via World Land Trust carbon auditing service, and then
carbon-balanced them in their entirety through the same organisation.
✓ In 2018 we introduced the policy of having at least one meat-free day per trip,
instantly reducing the carbon footprint of mealtimes by around 15%
✓ In 2019 we developed and launched our #FlywayPromise, our first sustainability pledge
to our guests, colleagues and conservation partners that we would strive to meet the
challenges of responsible ecotourism, and documenting how we would go about it.
✓ In 2019 and 2020 we were awarded the accolade of Top Ethical Birding Ecotour by
Terra Incognita.
✓ In August 2020 we joined the Tourism Declares a Climate Emergency movement,
announcing our declaration of a Climate Emergency and pledging to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in line with Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) targets,
and make calls to action for travellers, hoteliers, tour operators and more.
✓ In 2020 we set in motion the creation of our not-for-profit arm, the Flyway Birding
Association (FBA), an asociacion sin animos de lucre registered with the Junta de
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Andalucía to be launched in 2021. Through this organisation we will identify
conservation projects in our main areas of operation along the East Atlantic Flyway,
and determine and record financial contributions.
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SECTION A: Demonstrate effective sustainable management
A1 Sustainability management system
The organization has implemented a long-term sustainability
management system that is suitable to its size and scope, addresses
environmental, social, cultural, economic, quality, human rights,
health, safety, risk and crisis management issues and drives
continuous improvement.
a. The Sustainability Management System is clearly documented.
b. The SM System covers environmental, social, cultural, economic, quality, human
rights, health and safety issues.
c. The SM System includes consideration of risk and crisis management.
d. Documentary evidence shows implementation of the SM system.
e. The SM System includes a process for monitoring continuous improvement in
sustainability performance.

✓ Please see the following document and accompanying spreadsheet, annexes and
documentation.

A2 Legal compliance
The organization is in compliance with all applicable local, national
and international legislation and regulations including, among others,
health, safety, labour and environmental aspects.
a. An up-to-date list of all applicable legal requirements is maintained.

✓ Enrolled in Junta de Andalucía Registro de Turismo, as a Turismo Activo business, Nº
RTA AT/CA/00416
✓ Permission from Junta de Andalucia to perform activities related to observation of
birds and nature in Parques Naturales, ref JSS/bml PNE/20/099/USP.
✓ Turismo Activo Accident Insurance, Mutua Terrassa.
✓ Turismo Activo Responsibilidad Civil, AXA IIG2019000599.
✓ Vehicle Insurance, Liberty Seguros, 04 E21 2585708.

b. Certificates or other documentary evidence show compliance with all applicable
legal requirements.
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✓ All certificates and documents held on file.

c. Legal requirements in all countries of operation are understood and met.

✓ Tours operated outside of Spain are delivered through experienced, legally-compliant
local guides and operators.
✓ Morocco: Osmunda Sur, RTA AT/CA/00047
✓ The Gambia: Tijan Kanteh, TIN no 0710212170

A3 Reporting and communication
The organization communicates its sustainability policy, actions and
performance to stakeholders, including customers, and seeks to
engage their support.
a. Regular reports are made available on sustainability performance.

✓ Sustainability pledge developed and launched as our #FlywayPromise, 3 January 2019.
✓ First Sustainability Management Plan produced in 2020, to be updated annually going
forward.
✓ Carbon emissions recorded annually since 2017 and reported to World Land Trust as
part of Carbon reduction and balancing activity (records available on request).
✓ ACTION: Climate Emergency Plan to be developed by August 2021, as part of our
commitment to Tourism Declares a Climate Emergency movement (see Section D2.1)
with reportable 10-year carbon reduction targets

b. Sustainability policies and actions are reported in external and internal
communication material.

✓ Sustainability policies communicated via Conservation Partners page on official
website
✓ Sustainability policies and conservation action communicated via Inglorious Rambles
blog on official website – disseminated via Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram.
Also summarised in e-newsletters for people on our mailing list.

c. Communications contain messages inviting consumer and stakeholder support.

✓ Blogs regarding sustainability policies and actions in 2019 and 2020:
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3 January 2019: Flyway Promise launching our sustainability and conservation action
pledge.
28 July 2019: Ethical Optics and #FlywayBirding profiling ethical optics providers,
Viking Optical.
7 August 2019: Braving the Blades highlighting the work and research of our
conservation partners, Fundación Migres, with call for volunteers and donations.
15 August 2019: The Fork is the Most Powerful Tool to Change the Planet highlighting
the importance of sustainable food choice on tours
16 August 2019: We´ve made it onto the Top Ethical Birding Ecotours 2019 List!
advocating sustainable nature tourism and outlining our policies and actions
1 April 2020: Mangrove Magic! About our work alongside conservation partners Gambia
Bird Watchers´ Association to restore mangrove habitat in The Gambia
24 April 2020: Boosting the Count highlighting the monitoring work of our conservation
partners Fundación Migres and calling for volunteers
27 April 2020: Fourteen Kilometres of Joy and Sorrow award-winning blog in support of
sustainable tourism
8 June 2020: Breakfast with Vultures! highlighting the Egyptian Vulture conservation
work of our conservation partners, Fundación Migres
31 August 2020: Inglorious Bustards Sign Up to Tourism Declares a Climate Emergency
announcing our declaration of a Climate Emergency and pledge to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, with call to action for travellers, hoteliers, tour operators and more.

A4 Staff engagement
Staff are engaged with development and implementation of the
sustainability management system and receive periodic guidance and
training regarding their roles and responsibilities in its delivery.
a. not applicable
b. not applicable
c. not applicable
d. Staff hold certificates and qualifications in relevant disciplines/skills.

✓ Simon Tonkin: Partner, Guide and Conservation Director: LinkedIn profile
✓ Niki Williamson: Partner, Guide and Sustainability Manager: LinkedIn Profile
✓ As a small company we are present and actively involved in guiding 90-100% of tours
annually. We employ additional free-lance guides as needed, all professional
naturalists, selected for their expertise and training in their speciality fields and
demonstration of ethical considerations and active conservation work both through
tours and independently.
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A5 Customer experience
Customer satisfaction, including aspects of sustainability, is monitored
and corrective action taken.
a. A customer feedback system is in place, together with analysis of the results.

✓ We provide a highly personal service to our clients, who are encouraged to be in
dialogue with us before, during and after each trip, allowing us to monitor satisfaction
and take corrective action in the moment.
✓ Our company is open to independent review on Blue Sky Wildlife (4.99/5 based on 28
reviews), Terra Incognita (5* based on 1 review of our Birding Two Continents tour),
Facebook (5/5 based on 17 reviews) and TripAdvisor (rated ´Excellent´based on 14
reviews).
✓ ACTION: We recognise the power of measuring and analysing customer satisfaction and
plan to develop a formal system to complement our approachable, informal feedback
mechanism, by December 2021.

b. Negative feedback and responses made to this are recorded.

✓ Under Spanish law we carry a “Hojas de quejas y reclamaciones” complaints book, the
mechanism by which customers can make a formal complaint regarding our business
and/or conduct.
✓ Although we have received constructive comments from clients, to date we have never
received negative feedback.
✓ ACTION: We recognise the importance of enabling full and open feedback and plan to
develop a formal system to complement our approachable, informal feedback
mechanism, by December 2021.

c. There is evidence of corrective actions taken.

✓ We take into account constructive comments from clients (for example adapting menu
choice, day length, adding or removing tour content).
✓ ACTION: We recognise the importance of enabling full and open feedback and
evidencing corrective actions and plan to develop a formal system to complement our
approachable, informal feedback mechanism, during 2021.

d. Feedback from customers is provided to tourism businesses and destinations
contracted/visited.
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✓ As above our response to accommodation providers, restaurants and freelance guides
has been on an informal basis. Formalising this feedback will form part of the system
to be developed in 2021.

A6 Accurate promotion
Promotional materials and marketing communications are accurate
and transparent with regard to the organization and its products and
services, including sustainability claims. They do not promise more
than is being delivered.
a. Images used in promotion are of actual experiences offered and places visited by
customers.

✓ All images used for promotion and communication – whether on our website, enewsletter, social media or printed media – are of actual sightings and experiences,
taken in the actual destinations advertised.
✓ The vast majority are taken by ourselves and are ©Inglorious Bustards.
✓ Others have been taken by tour guests and shared with us for use with their
permission.
b. Marketing about wildlife or cultural events does not promise sightings which cannot
be guaranteed.
✓ All published tours contain comprehensive listings of likely key wildlife sightings, for
which each trip has been designed to maximise the chances of success.
✓ Promotional material makes clear that, while each trip is designed to maximised the
chances of seeing target species, Nature plays to her own rules and no sightings are
guaranteed.
✓ Trip reports from each tour are publicly available online through links on each tour
page, so that potential guests are able to research what species are regularly seen.

c. Sustainability claims are based on records of past performance.

✓ Our approach to sustainability is detailed under our #FlywayPromise .
✓ Our network of sustainability and conservation partners are listed on our website.
✓ World Land Trust carbon emission and balancing figures are published annually on our
website.
✓ Sustainability performance is verified through Terra Incognita, who awarded Inglorious
Bustards the accolade of Top Ethical Tour Provider in 2018, 2019 and 2020.
✓ Going forward the implementation of this Sustainability Management Plan will provide
a mechanism for measuring and reporting sustainability and conservation performance
to accurately inform promotion.
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A7 Buildings and infrastructure – not applicable
A8 Land water and property rights – not applicable
A9 Information and interpretation
The organization provides information about and interpretation of the
natural surroundings, local culture, and cultural heritage, as well as
an explanation of appropriate behaviour while visiting natural areas,
living cultures, and cultural heritage sites.
a. Information/interpretation material about the natural and cultural heritage of
areas visited is available and provided to customers.

✓ Expert local guides provide living interpretation of the tour area´s natural and cultural
heritage.

b. Staff are informed and trained about the natural and cultural heritage of the areas
visited.

✓ As a small company we are present and actively involved in guiding 90-100% of tours
annually. In some destinations we employ additional free-lance local guides, all
professional naturalists, selected for their expertise and training in their speciality
areas and ability to add additional insight on local cultural heritage.
✓ ACTION: By December 2021, we will develop a written briefing for supporting freelance guides, about local natural and cultural heritage issues, as well as sustainability
and conservation work through our #FlywayPromise.

c. Information is provided to customers about appropriate behaviour in the areas
visited.

✓ Comprehensive information on local etiquette regarding both cultural and natural
heritage, and links to further information are provided to all guests as a first stage in
the booking process through our pre-departure Information.

A10 Destination engagement – not applicable
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SECTION B: Maximize social and economic benefits to the
local community and minimize negative impacts
B1 Community support – not within scope
B2 Local employment
Local residents are given equal opportunities for employment and
advancement, including in management positions.
a. not applicable
b. not applicable
c. Training is offered to local residents to enhance their employment opportunities.

✓ Every trip to The Gambia provides 11 days´ training to a trainee guide, whom we fund
to accompany the group alongside our lead local guide.

d. In selecting service providers and products/experiences to feature in programmes,
the organization favours those that provide local employment.

✓ All our accommodation providers of choice are owned and run by local residents and
employ local people:
- Huerta Grande Rural Eco-lodge, Algeciras, Spain is a partnership business and
employs ~7 people.
- Hotel Bandolero, Júzcar, Spain is a partnership business and employs ~5 people.
- Hotel Restaurant Toruño, El Rocío, Spain is locally-owned and employs ~20 people.
- Centro Internacional de Migración de Aves (CIMA), Tarifa, Spain is an ornithological
observatory and natural science research centre owned by local authorities and run by
our conservation partners Fundación Migres, a local NGO.
- Yurts Tarifa, Tarifa, Spain is part of a family business.
- Las Piñas, Tarifa, Spain is locally-owned and employs ~6 people.
- Los Pinos, Peñallanas, Spain, is family-run and employs ~10 people.
- Auberge Dardara, Chefchouen, Morocco is a family business employing ~6 people.
- Hotel España, Larache, Morocco is locally-owned and employs ~6 people.
- Picca-Laa Ecolodge, Tanji, The Gambia is locally-owned and family-run and employs
~5 people.
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- Tendaba Camp, Tendaba, The Gambia is locally-owned and employs 20+ people.
- Baobolong Camp, Janjanbureh, The Gambia is locally-owned and employs 20+ people.

✓ Additional wildlife-watching service providers are all locally-owned and employ local
people:
✓ Doñana Nature, El Rocío, Spain is locally-owned and employs ~6 people
✓ Marina Blue, Tarifa, Spain is a family business.
✓ FIRMM and Turmares whale-watching companies, Tarifa, Spain are locally-run and
provide employment opportunities for both local people and trainee marine
biologists.
✓ Boat trip on Merja Zerga lagoon, N Morocco provided by local ornithologist Hassan
Dilali.
✓ 4x4 trips in Talassamtane National Park, N Morocco, are provided by villagers who
live within the park.
✓ All boat trips in The Gambia (3-5 per tour) employ local villagers as boat drivers/
guides.
✓ All visits to community forest reserves in The Gambia (6-8 per tour) employ local
villagers as guides.

B3 Local purchasing
When purchasing and offering goods and services, the organization
gives priority to local and fair-trade suppliers whenever these are
available and of sufficient quality.
a. The organization regularly audits its sources of supply of goods and services.

✓ Please see Section D1.1 and Annexe 3 for our detailed purchasing policy, in which we
demonstrate how we combine and balance social and environmental priorities.

b. In selecting service providers and products/experiences to feature in programmes,
the organization favours those that are locally owned and operated.

✓ Please see section B2d and Annexe 3.

B4 Local entrepreneurs
The organization supports local entrepreneurs in the development and
sale of sustainable products and services that are based on the area’s
nature, history and culture.
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a. Where appropriate, the organization provides advice and support to local service
providers with whom it engages, on the quality and sustainability of their service.

✓ We work with our regular accommodation providers and restaurateurs in Spain,
Morocco and The Gambia to eliminate single-use plastic from group meal times.
✓ We supported our regular accommodation providers in Spain to improve their on-site
recycling facilities.
✓ We work with our regular accommodation providers in Spain to reduce carbon footprint
through offering more vegetarian meals prepared with local, seasonal food.
✓ ACTION: Continue work with our regular accommodation providers and restaurateurs to
eliminate single-use plastics.
✓ ACTION: Advocate business-wide sustainable practices and product choices with our
regular accommodation providers and restaurateurs
✓ ACTION: Advocate and support providers in Morocco and The Gambia to develop a
sustainability ´story´ to enable them to communicate to guests the benefits of their
business to local socio-economic, cultural and environmental sustainability.

b. Opportunities for joint ventures and partnerships with local entrepreneurs are
considered and pursued where appropriate.

✓ We believe that local, sustainable produce with cultural relevance enhances the
quality and memorability of a trip, and as such continually seek partnerships with local
entrepreneurs and ecopreneurs. Partnerships to date:
✓ See section B2d for accommodation, restauration and additional wildlife-watching
service providers with whom we have close partnerships.
✓ Partnership with Marisma21 artesanal salt production. To date we have visited the
salt pans with 2 groups (~15 people each group). M21 local employees provides
sustainable lunch featuring local salt pan delicacies, and salt produce for purchase.
ACTION/TARGET: We will continue to bring 1+ groups annually from 2022.
✓ Partnership with Molino de Guadalmesí/Tarifa Ecocenter organic farm community
and vegetarian restaurant. To date we have brought 4 groups (2x15 people and
2x35 students) to the restaurant or farm, to eat local organic wildlife-friendly
food, taste locally-produced organic wine and to be part of the MdG sustainable
food story – “the fork is the most powerful tool to change the planet”.
ACTION/TARGET: We will continue to bring 1+ groups annually from 2022.
✓ Partnership with Cata con Cati, local Extremadureña sommelier who hosts winetasting focussing on Extremadura vineyards. To date we have hosted wine evenings
with 2 groups (~15 people each group).
ACTION/TARGET: We will continue to bring 1+ groups annually from 2022.
✓ From 2021 we are developing a partnership with Marambay restaurant – a sister
project to Marisma 21. They provide local Bahia de Cádiz delicacies and are
involved in saltpan restoration and education. We will be working with them to
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bring groups, educate about salt pan ecology and salt production, and fund salt pan
restoration work.
✓ From 2021 we are developing a trip with Hotel Bandolero, our accommodation
providers in Júzcar to develop a trip with sustainable cookery workshops.
✓ For 2021 we have developed a day trip product featuring the birding and history/
archaeology of the area, using a local cultural guide.

B5 Exploitation and harassment - not applicable
B6 Equal opportunity – not applicable
B7 Decent work – not applicable
B8 Community services – not applicable
B9 Local livelihoods – not applicable
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SECTION C: Maximize benefits to cultural heritage and
minimize negative impacts
C1 Cultural interactions
The organization follows international and national good practice and
locally agreed guidance for the management and promotion of visits
to indigenous communities and culturally or historically sensitive sites
in order to minimize adverse impacts and maximize local benefits and
visitor fulfilment.
a. not applicable
b. not applicable

c. Guidelines are effectively used and communicated.
✓ Our trips to Morocco and The Gambia involve visits to and interactions with remote
rural communities. By using knowledgeable local guides, we ensure local customs and
sensitivities are understood and supported.
✓ Guidelines on the above are included in our pre-departure information, sent to every
client before a trip.
✓ Guidelines are reinforced verbally throughout the trip.
✓ Cultural interactions during our Nature-watching trips frequently feature on clients´
listed “trip highlights” (NB see A5a – formal feedback system to be developed by
December 2021)

d. not applicable

e. The organization participates in/supports training and use of local guides.
✓ See Section B2.

f. not applicable
g. not applicable

C2 Protecting cultural heritage
The organization contributes to the protection, preservation and
enhancement of local properties, sites and traditions of historical,
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archaeological, cultural and spiritual significance and does not impede
access to them by local residents.
a. The organization makes and records monetary contributions to the protection of
cultural heritage in its main areas of operation/visited.

✓ The Gambia - traditional home visit and meal - €100 per trip
✓ Morocco – traditional home visit and meal - €100 per trip
✓ Spain – visit to artisanal salt pans, experience salt production, traditional sustainable
lunch - €300 per trip

b. The organization provides in-kind or other support for cultural heritage in its main
areas of operation/visited.

✓ See Section C1c
✓ See Section B2 - by using knowledgeable local guides and locally-owned
accommodation we provide authentic interactions and encourage discussion, ensuring
local customs and sensitivities are understood and supported.

c. not applicable

C3 Presenting culture and heritage
The organization values and incorporates authentic elements of
traditional and contemporary local culture in its operations, design,
decoration, cuisine, or shops, while respecting the intellectual
property rights of local communities.
a. Sites visited and experiences offered provide an authentic experience of local
culture and heritage.

✓ See Section B2, C1, C2 and C3b.
✓ ACTION: In 2021 develop and launch Straits-based trip focussing on wildlife and
prehistoric cultural heritage.

b. Living cultural heritage and traditions are evident in cuisine, retail, events and
other services offered.
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✓ We believe sustainably-produced, culturally relevant food provides an engaging bridge
between peoples, cultures and Nature and seek to ensure authentic local culinary
experiences on all our trips.
✓ In the Rif Mountains of Talassemtane National Park, our groups are hosted for a meal in
the home of a local Berber family, where we can share a meal and learn about
traditional life.
✓ As part of our tour of The Gambia, the group is hosted at the village home of a local
family where we can share a meal and learn about Gambian family life.
✓ On selected tours to The Straits area, we are hosted at Molino de Guadalmesí
commune and organic farm, giving insight into the locally-prevelant modern practices
of communal living and sustainability.
✓ In Cádiz area we make a visit to artisanal salt pans, where our guests can learn about
the skills and sustainable practices around traditional salt production as well as having
a try themselves. A traditional featuring lunch featuring sustainable seafood harvested
from the pans is then served on site.
✓ Restaurants on all trips are chosen for their sustainable practices but also high-quality
locally-relevant food, and the cultural heritage of each dish explained.

c. not applicable

d. The views of the local community have been sought on the presentation of local
cultural heritage.

✓ By using knowledgeable local guides, coming from the communities themselves, we
ensure local customs and sensitivities are understood and supported.

C4 Artefacts – not applicable
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Section D: Maximize benefits to the environment and
minimize negative impacts
D1 Conserving resources
D1.1 Environmentally preferable purchasing
Purchasing policies favour environmentally sustainable suppliers and
products, including capital goods, food, beverages, building materials
and consumables.
a. A documented environmental purchasing policy is in place.

✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.
✓ ACTION: Begin developing official purchasing policy for suppliers by December 2021

b. Preference is given to products and suppliers with environmental certification –
notably with respect to wood, paper, fish, other foods, and products from the wild.

✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.
✓ ACTION: Begin developing official purchasing policy for suppliers by December 2021

c. Where certified products are not available, consideration is given to origin and
methods of growing or production.

✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.
✓ ACTION: Begin developing official purchasing policy for suppliers by December 2021

d. Threatened species are not used or sold.

✓ Under no circumstances would we ever use or sell threatened species for any purpose,
or be involved with any supplier that did so. Here we define “threatened” as being
any species on the IUCN Red List. For our own catering we broaden the definition to
include any wild species being hunted or fished by unsustainable methods – for
example, tuna.

e. Service providers and other operators selected and featured in tours have
environmental/sustainability certification where possible.
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f. Where certified businesses are not available, the sustainability performance of
service providers is considered and required improvements are communicated and
implemented.

✓ See Section B4a for our commitment to supporting local suppliers to improving their
sustainability offer.
✓ ACTION: Begin developing official purchasing policy for suppliers by December 2021

D1.2 Efficient purchasing
The organization carefully manages the purchasing of consumable and
disposable goods, including food, in order to minimize waste.
a. Purchasing favours reusable, returnable and recycled goods.

✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.

b. Purchasing and use of consumable and disposable goods are monitored and
managed.

✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.

c. Unnecessary packaging (especially from plastic) is avoided, with buying in bulk as
appropriate.

✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.

D1.3 Energy conservation
Energy consumption is measured by type and steps are taken to
minimize overall consumption. The organization makes efforts to
increase its use of renewable energy.
a. Energy used in the organization’s operations and those over which it has direct
influence/control is monitored and managed.
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✓ We measure, report and audit all energy used in relation to our business, transport and
hotel stays via World Land Trust carbon auditing service.

b. Renewable sources are favoured and the share of renewable energy in total energy
supply is monitored and managed.

✓ Although energy sources used by our accommodation providers are not within our
control, their energy-sourcing policy will form part of our official purchasing policy for
suppliers, development of which will begin by December 2021.

c. Equipment and practices are used that minimize energy use.

✓ Our food purchasing policy favours food with low energy requirements during
production (see Annexe 3).
✓ Our vehicle in Spain is a fuel-efficient Renault Trafic diesel 9-seater minibus, which
returns 50 mpg, with further features such as Stop & Start, Cruise Control and ECO
mode adding to its green credentials.
✓ Our focus on hosting trips along the East Atlantic Flyway means that we are able to
arrive at 90% of our tour destinations to meet guests without boarding a flight
ourselves.
✓ We apply local knowledge to careful route-planning to minimise driving distances
between sites.
✓ When we hire vehicles, we seek out fuel-efficient or hybrid models wherever possible.
d. Goals for reducing energy consumption are in place.

✓ When our vehicle is replaced, it will be with a hybrid or electrical vehicle.
✓ Our official purchasing policy for suppliers, development of which will begin by
December 2021, will favour accommodation providers with sound energy-conservation
policies.

e. Staff and guests are given guidance on minimizing energy use.

✓ ACTION: Include section on energy and water consumption and waste disposal in predeparture information in 2021.

D1.4 Water conservation
Water risk is assessed, water consumption is measured by type, and
steps are taken to minimize overall consumption. Water sourcing is
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sustainable and does not adversely affect environmental flows. In
areas of high water risk, context-based water stewardship goals are
identified and pursued.
a. Water risk in the main destinations visited has been assessed and documented.

✓ None of our destinations are classified as at Water Stress Risk in the Destination Water
Risk Index (International Tourism Partnership, 2018).
✓ According to World Resources Institute data published in 2020, Spain and Morocco are
classified as countries of “High Baseline Water Stress”. This is attributed to
unsustainable irrigation associated with agriculture.
✓ According to World Resources Institute data published in 2020, The Gambia is classified
as a country with “Low Baseline Water Stress”.
✓ According to the White Paper on Water in Spain (Ministerio Medio Ambiente), The
Straits of Gibraltar, Serrania de Ronda and Cádiz are areas of low water stress.
✓ Huelva Province, including the Doñana area, is defined as being under “circumstantial
water stress” due to the demands of unsustainable intensive agriculture.

b. not applicable

c. Water used in the organization’s operations and those over which it has direct
influence/control is monitored and managed.

✓ Our choice of small, locally-run accommodation and catering providers selects for
establishments with low water consumption per guest.
✓ We have long-term business relationships with our accommodation and restauration
providers, and are confident that their water use and disposal complies with local
regulations and they act to the best of their abilities given prevalent circumstances in
the host country.
✓ ACTION: We will enter into discussions with our accommodation and catering providers
in 2021 to better understand their water use policy and water conservation measures.

d. Equipment and practices are used that minimize water consumption.

✓ ACTION: We will enter into discussions with our accommodation and catering providers
in 2021 to better understand their water use policy and water conservation measures.

e. Water originates from a legal and sustainable source which has not previously
affected, and is unlikely in future to affect, environmental flows.
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✓ As registered accommodation businesses, we are confident that our accommodation
complies with local rules on water sourcing and consumption.
✓ ACTION: We will enter into discussions with our accommodation and catering providers
in 2021 to better understand their water use policy and water conservation measures.

f. not applicable

g. Goals for reducing water consumption are in place.

✓ ACTION: We will enter into discussions with our accommodation and catering providers
in 2021 to better understand their water use policy and water conservation measures.

h. Staff and guests are given guidance on minimizing water use.
✓ We educate our guests on the environmental damage caused to the RAMSAR wetlands
of Doñana, Loukkos and Merja Zerga by the demand for unseasonal fruit.
✓ Our accommodation providers in Spain and Morocco provide in situ guidance on water
use and laundry requirements.
✓ ACTION: Include section on energy and water consumption and waste disposal in predeparture information in 2021.

D2 Reducing pollution
D2.1 Greenhouse gas emissions
Significant greenhouse gas emissions from all sources controlled by
the organization are identified, calculated where possible and
procedures implemented to avoid or to minimize them. Offsetting of
the organization's remaining emissions is encouraged.
a. Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions from the organization’s
operations and those over which it has direct influence/control are monitored and
managed.
b. Carbon Footprint per tourist/night is monitored and managed.

✓ We measure, report and audit all emissions generated directly and indirectly on trips
through transport, food and hotel stays via World Land Trust (WLT) carbon auditing
service (records available on request).
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c. Actions are taken to avoid and reduce significant annual emissions from all sources
controlled by the organization.

✓ We ensure a high proportion of sustainably-produced vegetarian food is available on
every trip.
✓ We deliver at least one entirely meat-free day on each trip, immediately reducing the
GHG emissions from meals by around 15%.
✓ In August 2020 we signed up to the Tourism Declares a Climate Emergency (TDCE)
movement, announcing our declaration of a Climate Emergency and pledging to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in line with Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) targets, and make calls to action for travellers, hoteliers, tour operators and
more.
✓ ACTION: Climate Action Plan to be produced in line with TDCE requirements by August
2021
✓

See section D1.3c above.

d. Actions are taken to encourage suppliers of products and services to avoid and
reduce significant annual emissions.

✓ We ensure our hoteliers supply high-quality vegetarian options for every meal choice,
and also to deliver an entirely meat-free day at least once during each trip.
✓ Our official purchasing policy for suppliers, development of which will begin by
December 2021, will favour accommodation providers with sound emission reduction
policies.

e. Carbon offset mechanisms are used where practical.

✓ After minimising our emissions to the greatest extent possible, we carbon-balance the
remainder through WLT.

D2.2 Transport
The organization seeks to reduce transportation requirements and
actively encourages the use of cleaner and more resource efficient
alternatives by customers, employees, suppliers and in its own
operations.
a. Where practical and feasible, the cleanest and most resource efficient transport
options are used in the provision of tour programmes and excursions.

✓ See section D1.3c above.
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b. Information is provided and promoted to customers on alternative (climatefriendly) transport options, where available.

✓ We provide detailed advice for choosing overland travel options to our clients on
request.
✓ Since 2019, we have encouraged and facilitated our clients to carbon balance their
flights through WLT by collecting a donation on booking. 62% of our clients participate
(although some of those that do not make a donation already have other offsetting
procedures in place).
✓ ACTION: From 2021, we will revise and update wording throughout our
communications to actively promote overland travel options for arrival at trip starting
points, and to alter thinking of air travel as the default option.

c. Not applicable

d. Markets accessible by short and more sustainable transport options are favoured.

✓ See section D1.3c above.
✓ We firmly believe that responsible ecotourism is essential in supporting local
economies and avoiding the destruction of habitats that not only host much of the
world´s biodiversity but also provide essential ecosystem services functions such as
carbon sequestration. Therefore we do not rule out long range destinations where
ecotourism provides overall net benefit to biodiversity conservation.

e. Local suppliers are favoured and daily operations seek to minimize transport use.

✓ See section D1.3c above.
✓ See Annexe 3 for our detailed food purchasing policy.

D2.3 Wastewater – not within scope

D2.4 Solid waste
Waste, including food waste, is measured, mechanisms are in place to
reduce waste and, where reduction is not feasible, to reuse or recycle
it. Any residual waste disposal has no adverse effect on the local
population or the environment.
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a. The organization is aware of waste management arrangements in the main
destinations visited, and seeks to influence their improvement where necessary
and practicable.

✓ Spain is largely in compliance with the EU´s Waste Framework Directive regulations,
although there are issues with the construction industry which have led to the country
being taken to European court and fined.
✓ Spain will be required to meet EU targets of recycling 55% of municipal waste by 2025.
It currently lags behind other EU countries – in 2018 (most recent data available) only
29% of municipal waste was recycled compared to an average of 45% EU-wide.
✓ Sporadic formal waste management and low existence of recycling infrastructure in
Morocco results in over 60% of its waste being mismanaged, with 57% of its annual
0.69MT of plastic waste leaching into Nature. In rural areas, a large proportion of solid
waste goes uncollected.
✓ Recent fast progress is being made: numerous new facilities were opened in 2019
across the country and more are to go online by 2022, with a target of 90% collection
rate.
✓ Poor formal waste management in The Gambia is a major environmental and social
challenge. Among the most notable factors are: insufficient waste collection; poor
management of the numerous landfills and dumpsters; lack of recycling and lack of
management of organic waste; insufficient infrastructures and collection strategies;
presence of informal waste pickers working in precarious and unsafe conditions.
✓ Since 2019, the country has been attracting investment from foreign NGOs to improve
the situation and to support local recycling initiatives such as Women´s Initiative – The
Gambia.
✓ Single use plastic bags have been banned in the country since 2015.

b. A solid waste management plan is in place for the organization’s operations and
those over which it has direct influence/control.

✓ The best way to contribute for an organisation of our scope is by minimising the
amount of solid waste our trips generate.
✓ Minimising generation of solid waste forms part of our food purchasing policy – see
Annexe 3.
✓ We proactively select products prioritising fresh local produce with no packaging.
Products with recyclable packaging are bought with care and products involving plastic
packaging avoided if at all possible.
✓ We carefully sort recyclable and reusable packaging and dispose of to recycling
facilities where these facilities exist.
✓ Where facilities do not exist, the `recyclable´ waste generated often has value to
local communities so we ensure it passes into the hands of somebody who can use it.
✓ We advocate drinking of tap water from reusable bottles in EU destinations to avoid
generation of plastic waste.
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✓ In destinations where bottled water is necessary, we buy large containers and decant
into reusable bottles to reduce plastic as much as possible.
✓ We buy in bulk to reduce packaging where possible.
✓ We plan food purchase carefully and waste is rare – any generated is composted or
donated as livestock feed.
✓ We work with our regular accommodation providers and restaurateurs in Spain,
Morocco and The Gambia to eliminate single-use plastic from group meal times.
✓ We have long-term business relationships with our accommodation and restauration
providers, and are confident that they dispose of solid waste within local regulations
and to the best of their abilities given prevalent circumstances in the host country.

c. The solid waste management plan includes actions to reduce, separate and reuse
or recycle food waste where applicable.

✓ see 2.4b above.
✓ We aim to generate zero non-recyclable plastic waste from our picnics.

d. Waste disposal is to a government run or approved facility and there is evidence
that the facility has no negative impact on the environment or local population.

✓ See 2.4a & b above.

e. Solid waste disposed is measured by type and goals are in place to minimize nondiverted solid waste.

✓ ACTION: In 2021 and 2022, we will measure and record solid waste generation to
further inform our minimisation programme.

f. Guidance is given to customers, staff and suppliers of products and services on
minimizing waste.

✓ Customers are informed verbally during trips and through pre-departure information on
our single-use plastic policy.
✓ We work with any new guides to ensure they understand our policy on waste
minimisation and careful disposal.
✓ We work with our regular accommodation providers and restaurateurs in Spain,
Morocco and The Gambia to eliminate single-use plastic from group meal times.
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D2.5 Harmful substances – not applicable
D2.6 Minimize pollution – not applicable

D3 Conserving biodiversity, ecosystems and landscapes
D3.1 Biodiversity conservation
The organization supports and contributes to biodiversity
conservation, including through appropriate management of its own
property. Particular attention is paid to natural protected areas and
areas of high biodiversity value. Any disturbance of natural
ecosystems is minimized, rehabilitated and there is a compensatory
contribution to conservation management.
a. The organization demonstrates awareness of natural protected areas and areas of
high biodiversity value in the areas visited.

✓ In Spain, we operate within the following protected areas:
✓ Parque Nacional y Natural de Doñana, Parque Nacional de Monfragüe
✓ Parques Naturales de los Alcornocales, del Estrecho, Breña y Marismas de Barbate,
Bahía de Cádiz, Sierra de Grazalema, Sierra de las Nieves, Montes de Málaga, Sierra de
Andújar
✓ Area Natural Desembocadura de Guadalhorce
✓ Parajes Naturales Playa de Los Lances, Marismas de Palmones
✓ Reservas Naturales Complejo Endorreico de Chiclana, Complejo Endorreico de Puerto
Real, Laguna de Medina, Fuente de Piedra (RAMSAR)
✓ La Janda Important Bird Area
✓ Red de Espacios Protegidos de Extremadura (including 71 Special Bird Protection Areas)
✓ In Morocco we operate within the following protected areas:
✓ RAMSAR sites Loukkos Marshes and Merdja Zerga Lagoon
✓ Forest of Bouachem and Talassemtane National Parks
✓ In The Gambia we operate in the following protected areas:
✓ Kiang West and River Gambia National Parks
✓ Baobolong Wetland Reserve
✓ Tanji Bird Reserve
✓ Abuko Nature Reserve
✓ Kartong Bird Observatory (private nature reserve)
✓ Brufut Community Forest Nature Reserve
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✓ Farasutu Community Forest Nature Reserve
✓ Kunkilling Community Forest Nature Reserve
✓ See Section A2a for information on legal compliances.

b. The organization provides and records monetary support for biodiversity
conservation in its main areas of operation/visited.

✓ We are supporting Fundación Migres in Egyptian Vulture and Western Osprey
conservation projects in Cádiz province, through donations and T-shirt sales.
✓ We are funding Gambia Bird Watchers Association mangrove restoration project around
Kotu Creek. To date donations have enabled the restoration of 5ha of mangrove
swamp.
✓ ACTION: In 2021 we will launch our not-for-profit arm, the Flyway Birding Association
(FBA), an asociacion sin animos de lucre registered with the Junta de Andalucía. Its
aims and actions are listed under Annexe 4. Through this organisation we will identify
conservation projects in our main areas of operation along the East Atlantic Flyway,
and determine and record financial contributions.
✓ We are seeking to fund research and conservation of Moroccan Marsh Owl in northern
Morocco, which will be funded via FBA
✓ ACTION: As the tourism industry emerges from the aftermath of the COVID-19
pandemic in 2021 and 2022, we will monitor funding and donations to allow us to set
annual financial targets from 2023.

c. The organization provides and records in-kind or other support for biodiversity
conservation in its main areas of operation/visited.

✓ We volunteer for Fundación Migres raptor counts and seabird monitoring programmes
whenever time allows. To date we have contributed ~800 volunteer hours.
✓ We regularly communicate the work of our conservation partners to our clients and
followers, verbally, through social media and blogs. See Section A3c for a list of blogs.
✓ See Section B4b for partnership targets regarding groups visits/stays.
✓ ACTION: From 2021 we will implement accurate recording of volunteer hours and other
in-kind contributions, with a view to establishing targets in 2022 onwards.

d. Properties owned or operated by the organization and those over which it has
direct influence/control are actively managed to support biodiversity conservation.

✓ Where groups requirements allow, we host them at the International Centre for Bird
Migration (CIMA), the headquarters of our conservation partners Fundación Migres,
providing financial support and opportunities for education.
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✓ See Section B4a for information on biodiversity conservation and sustainability with our
accommodation providers.

e. The organization is aware of, and mitigates, activity with potential to disturb
wildlife and habitats.

✓ All our guides are trained and are locally registered and compliant with regulation –
see Section A4d for information on staff engagement, guidance and training on
sustainability and conservation delivery.
✓ Timing of visits to sensitive sites is designed to avoid key seasons such as breeding and
pre- and post-migration roosts, where any disturbance would have negative effects.
For example, despite demand, we only carry out our Birding on Two Continents tour in
late autumn, to avoid disturbance to nesting Moroccan Marsh Owl.
✓ Group size is generally limited to <8 people, and guide:client ratio is never lower than
1:8.
✓ Small group sizes and high guide:client ratio allows effective communication and
promotion of fieldcraft among the group while in the field.
✓ Birds are never disturbed intentionally in order to get a view. For example, roosting
Nightjar species are found, viewed and photographed only at rest.
✓ We use patience, not playback, to obtain views of birds. On the rare occasions that a
tape lure is used, it is done in strict adherence to Sibley et al 2011 – The Proper Use of
Playback in Birding
✓ Additional wildlife-watching services are contracted with registered, fully compliant
companies wherever such regulations exist.
✓ Where no such regulations exist, contracted wildlife-watching services are strictly
supervised by ourselves and our trained guides to ensure compliance with our own
sustainability criteria.
✓ We are professional members of the Andalucian Bird Society and as such are compliant
with their Birding Ethics and Code of Conduct.
✓ See Section B2d for further information on our contracted wildlife-watching services.

f. Compensation is made where any disturbance has occurred.

✓ The measures described in Section D3.1e above ensure that disturbance to wildlife and
habitats is avoided.

g. Action is taken to encourage visitors to support biodiversity conservation.
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✓ We use our tours and site visits to tell the story of conservation issues ranging from
local to global, and the effects of consumer choice – particularly food choice – on
biodiversity conservation.
✓ We initiate a conversation around unsustainable out-of-season fruit agriculture during
tours to Coto Doñana area and Merdja Zerga area. Clients often feed back that they
no longer buy out-of-season strawberries, and some have written to culpable
supermarkets asking them to review their supply chain.
✓ We initiate a conversation around excessive meat consumption and the Climate
Emergency by introduction of a meat-free day to our tours.
✓ We provide detailed advice for choosing overland travel options to our clients on
request.
✓ We lead by example in reducing our carbon emissions as much as possible and carbon
balancing the remainder with the World Land Trust. Since 2019, we have encouraged
and facilitated our clients to carbon balance their flights through WLT by collecting a
donation on booking. 62% of our clients participate (although some of those that do
not make a donation already have other offsetting procedures in place).
✓ ACTION: From 2021, we will revise and update wording throughout our
communications to actively promote overland travel options for arrival at trip starting
points, and to alter thinking of air travel as the default option.
✓ We facilitate donations to our conservation partners during tours and have received
donations for Moroccan Marsh Owl conservation and mangrove restoration.
✓ From 2021, client donations will be processed and targeted through the Flyway Birding
Association – see Section D3.1b.
✓ ACTION: Post-COVID we will examine best methods for formalising client donations.
Possibilities include voluntary donation at point of booking, including a donation in the
tour price, committing a set percentage of tour profit as a donation to FBA.

h. The organization engages with local conservation NGOs in its main areas of
operation/visited.

✓ Local NGOs and conservation partners with whom we engage and collaborate are listed
on our website here.
✓ Work includes identification of local conservation issues in which FBA can engage and
contribute.

D3.2 Invasive species – not applicable

D3.3 Visits to natural sites
The organization follows appropriate guidelines for the management
and promotion of visits to natural sites in order to minimize adverse
impacts and maximize visitor fulfilment.
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a. The organization is aware of, and complies with, existing guidelines for tourist
visits to natural sites.

✓ See Section D3.1a & e above.

b. Guidelines are used when conducting visits and informing guests.

✓ See section D3.1e above

c. The organization engages with local conservation bodies to establish/identify issues
concerning visits to particular sites.

✓ See Section D3.1h above.

d. The organization participates in/supports training and use of local guides in natural
sites.

✓ See Section B2c & d above.

e. Consideration is given to the capacity and fragility of natural sites, and to the
levels of pressure on them, in determining the size, frequency and timing of group
visits.

✓ See Section 3.1e above.

f. Feedback from local communities and from visitors is encouraged and acted upon.

✓ See A5a, b & c above.
✓ See C3d above.

D3.4 Wildlife interactions
Interactions with free roaming wildlife, taking into account
cumulative impacts, are non-invasive and responsibly managed to
avoid adverse effects on the animals concerned and on the viability
and behaviour of populations in the wild.
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a. The organization is aware of, and complies with, existing local, national and
international regulations and guidelines concerning wildlife interactions, including
wildlife viewing.

✓ See Sections D3.1e & D3.3a above.

b. The organization engages with the development and implementation of local codes
and guidelines for wildlife interactions, including wildlife viewing, as required,
based on advice of wildlife experts.

✓ We are professional members of the Andalucian Bird Society and as such are compliant
with their Birding Ethics and Code of Conduct.
✓ Lead guides are experienced wildlife-watching professionals and hold all supporting
staff and service providers to our own high sustainability standards – see Section A4d
above.

c. The organization ensures that all service providers and sites visited comply with
existing local, national and international regulations and guidelines concerning
wildlife interactions, including wildlife viewing.

✓ See Section 3.1e above

d. Direct interactions, in particular feeding, should not be permitted, unless
specifically sanctioned by internationally accepted standards or, where standards
are not available, guided by independent wildlife expert advice.

✓ We specialise in observing wildlife in its natural state and as such do not engage in
supplementary feeding activities of apex species or other interactions during tours that
can disrupt natural behavioural ecology.
✓ Any feeding stations visited during tours are only managed by trusted conservation
partners and have a conservation-led imperative.

e. Measures are taken to minimize disturbance to wildlife.
f. Impacts on wildlife well-being are regularly monitored and addressed.

✓ See 3.1e above

D3.5 Animal welfare – not applicable
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D3.6 Wildlife harvesting and trade – not applicable
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Annexe 1 Five-year Progress Summary
SECTION A: Demonstrate effective sustainable management
GSTC Industry Criteria
A1 Sustainability management system

Indicators for Tour Operators

The organization has implemented a long-term sustainability
management system that is suitable to its size and scope,
addresses environmental, social, cultural, economic, quality,
human rights, health, safety, risk and crisis management
issues and drives continuous improvement.

a. The Sustainability Management System is clearly
documented.
b. The SM System covers environmental, social, cultural,
economic, quality, human rights, health and safety issues.
c. The SM System includes consideration of risk and crisis
management.
d. Documentary evidence shows implementation of the SM
system.
e. The SM System includes a process for monitoring
continuous improvement in sustainability performance.

A2 Legal compliance
The organization is in compliance with all applicable local,
national and international legislation and regulations
including, among others, health, safety, labour and
environmental aspects.

a. An up to date list of all applicable legal requirements is
maintained.
b. Certificates or other documentary evidence show
compliance with all applicable legal requirements.
c. Legal requirements in all countries of operation are
understood and met.

A3 Reporting and communication
The organization communicates its sustainability policy,
actions and performance to stakeholders, including
customers, and seeks to engage their support.

a. Regular reports are made available on sustainability
performance.
b. Sustainability policies and actions are reported in
external and internal communication material.
c. Communications contain messages inviting consumer and
stakeholder support.

A4 Staff engagement
Staff are engaged with development and implementation of
the sustainability management system and receive periodic
guidance and training regarding their roles and
responsibilities in its delivery.

a. Evidence is available of staff involvement with the SM
System.
b. Records of courses and on-the-job training, with
attendance levels, are available.
c. Staff training and guidance materials are available in
accessible format (including use of minority languages
where needed).
d. Staff hold certificates and qualifications in relevant
disciplines/skills.

A5 Customer experience
Customer satisfaction, including aspects of sustainability, is
monitored and corrective action taken.

a. A customer feedback system is in place, together with
analysis of the results.
b. Negative feedback and responses made to this are
recorded.
c. There is evidence of corrective actions taken.
d. Feedback from customers is provided to tourism
businesses and destinations contracted/visited.

A6 Accurate promotion
Promotional materials and marketing communications are
accurate and transparent with regard to the organization and
its products and services, including sustainability claims. They
do not promise more than is being delivered.

a. Images used in promotion are of actual experiences
offered and places visited by customers.
b. Marketing about wildlife or cultural events does not
promise sightings which cannot be guaranteed.
c. Sustainability claims are based on records of past
performance.

A7 Buildings and infrastructure
Planning, siting, design, construction, renovation, operation
and demolition of buildings and infrastructure…

Indicators for A7 criteria relate to the buildings and
infrastructure owned and operated by the organization or
over which they have direct influence/control.

A7.1 Compliance
…comply with zoning requirements and laws related to
a. Awareness of, and compliance with, laws relating to land
protected and sensitive areas and to heritage considerations. use and activities in the local area is demonstrated.
b. All required licences and permits are up to date.
c. Awareness of, and compliance with, non-statutory area
management plans and guidance (e.g. for particular zones,
design, etc.), is demonstrated.
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A7.2 Impact and integrity
…take account of the capacity and integrity of the natural
and cultural surroundings.

a. Site selection, design and access have taken account of
visual amenity, landscape, cultural and natural heritage.
b. Site selection, design and access have taken account of
the protection of biologically sensitive areas and the
assimilative capacity of ecosystems.
c. The integrity of archaeological, cultural heritage, and
sacred sites has been preserved.
d. The integrity and connectivity of natural sites and
protected areas has been preserved.
e. Threatened or protected species have not been displaced
and impact on all wildlife habitats has been minimized and
mitigated.
f. Water courses/catchments/wetlands have not been
altered and run-off is reduced where possible and any
residue is captured or channeled and filtered.
g. Risk factors (including climate change, natural
phenomena, and visitor safety) have been assessed and
addressed.
h. Impact assessment (including cumulative impacts) has
been undertaken and documented as appropriate.

A7.3 Sustainable practices and materials
…use locally appropriate and sustainable practices and
materials.

a. Local materials, practices and crafts have been used in
buildings and design where practicable and appropriate.
b. Native and endemic plants obtained from sustainable
sources have been used in landscaping and decoration,
avoiding exotic and invasive species.
c. Plants have been selected for their ability to tolerate
prevailing or anticipated conditions eg drought tolerant
plants
d. Sustainable design, materials and construction practices
have been used in buildings, with appropriate certification
where possible.
e. Waste from construction is sorted and disposed of in an
environmentally sound manner.

A7.4 Access for all
…provide access and information for persons with special
needs, where appropriate.

a. Sites, buildings and activities are accessible to persons
with physical disabilities and other special needs, as
appropriate to the nature of the operation.
b. Clear and accurate information is provided on the level of
accessibility.
c. Accessibility is certified or checked with relevant
experts/user bodies.

A8 Land water and property rights
Acquisition by the organization of land and water rights and
of property is legal, complies with local communal and
indigenous rights, including their free, prior and informed
consent, and does not require involuntary resettlement.

a. On sites owned and operated by the organization or over
which they have direct influence/control, land ownership
and tenure rights are documented.
b. User and access rights for key resources, including land
and water, are documented where applicable.
c. There is documentary evidence of communication,
consultation and engagement with local and indigenous
communities.
d. Evidence of free, prior and informed consent of local
communities is documented, where relevant (showing no
involuntary resettlement or land acquisition).

A9 Information and interpretation
The organization provides information about and
interpretation of the natural surroundings, local culture, and
cultural heritage, as well as an explanation of appropriate
behaviour while visiting natural areas, living cultures, and
cultural heritage sites.

a. Information/interpretation material about the natural and
cultural heritage of areas visited is available and provided to
customers.
b. Staff are informed and trained about the natural and
cultural heritage of the areas visited.
c. Information is provided to customers about appropriate
behaviour in the areas visited.

A10 Destination engagement
The organization is involved with sustainable tourism
planning and management in the destination, where such
opportunities exist.

a. The organization is in contact with the local Destination
Management Organization or equivalent body in those
locations where it is most active.
b. The organization engages in the planning and
management of sustainable tourism in those destinations
where it is most active.
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SECTION B: Maximize social and economic benefits to the local community and minimize negative impacts
GSTC Industry Criteria
B1 Community support

Indicators for Tour Operators

The organization actively supports initiatives for local
infrastructure and social community development. Examples
of initiatives include education, training, health and
sanitation and projects which address the impacts of climate
change.

a. The organization supports initiatives with local
communities in areas where it is particularly active.
b. The level and nature of contributions made to schemes in
the local communities is recorded.
c. In selecting service providers and products/experiences
to feature in programmes, the organization favours those
that engage with and support local communities.

B2 Local employment
Local residents are given equal opportunities for
employment and advancement, including in management
positions.

a. The organization seeks to provide employment
opportunities for local residents in its operations and
activities.
b. The organization monitors the level and proportion of
employment it provides for local residents.
c. Training is offered to local residents to enhance their
employment opportunities.
d. In selecting service providers and products/experiences
to feature in programmes, the organization favours those
that that provide local employment.

B3 Local purchasing
When purchasing and offering goods and services, the
organization gives priority to local and fair trade suppliers
whenever these are available and of sufficient quality.

a. The organization regularly audits its sources of supply of
goods and services.
b. In selecting service providers and products/experiences
to feature in programmes, the organization favours those
that are locally owned and operated.

B4 Local entrepreneurs
The organization supports local entrepreneurs in the
development and sale of sustainable products and services
that are based on the area’s nature, history and culture.

a. Where appropriate, the organization provides advice and
support to local service providers with whom it engages, on
the quality and sustainability of their service.
b. Opportunities for joint ventures and partnerships with
local entrepreneurs are considered and pursued where
appropriate.

B5 Exploitation and harassment
The organization has implemented a policy against
commercial, sexual or any other form of exploitation or
harassment, particularly of children, adolescents, women,
minorities and other vulnerable groups.

a. The organization has a documented policy against
exploitation and harassment of vulnerable groups.
b. Action is taken to communicate and implement the
policy.
c. The organization engages with the local community, in
destinations where it is particularly active, in working
against exploitation and harassment.
d. Records of employee ages are kept and show absence of
any form of child labour (as defined by ILO).
e. The organization supports action against child sex
tourism.
f. Services providers and premises where there is any
evidence of possible exploitation are not contracted or
visited.

B6 Equal opportunity
The organization offers employment opportunities,
including in management positions, without discrimination
by gender, race, religion, disability or in other ways.

a. The organization has identified groups at risk of
discrimination, including women and local minorities.
b. The proportion of employees drawn from each of these
groups is monitored.
c. Internal promotion includes members of these groups.

B7 Decent work
Labour rights are respected, a safe and secure working
environment is provided and employees are paid at least a
living wage. Employees are offered regular training,
experience and opportunities for advancement.

a. The organization demonstrates awareness of, and
compliance with, international labour standards and
regulations.
b. Wage levels are monitored and regularly reviewed
against norms for a living wage in the countries of
employment,
c. Training records are kept for all staff, showing the level
and frequency of training received.
d. Employee contracts show support for health care and
social security.
e. Water, sanitation and hygiene facilities are provided for
all onsite workers.
f. Employee satisfaction is monitored.
g. An employee grievance mechanism is in place.
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B8 Community services
The activities of the organization do not jeopardize the
provision of basic services, such as food, water, energy,
healthcare or sanitation, to neighbouring communities.

a. The organization monitors its impact on the availability of
local services in the main areas of operation/visited.
b. A communication/feedback/grievance mechanism is in
place for communities in the main areas of
operation/visited.
c. Any reduction in availability of basic services to local
communities, identified as the result of the organization’s

B9 Local livelihoods
The activities of the organization do not adversely affect
local access to livelihoods, including land and aquatic
resource use, rights-of-way, transport and housing.

a. Local access to livelihoods is considered in decisions about
development and operations.
b. A communication mechanism is in place for local
communities to report any instance of reduced access to
local livelihoods in the main areas of operation/visited.

SECTION C: Maximize benefits to cultural heritage and minimize negative impacts
GSTC Industry Criteria
C1 Cultural interactions

Indicators for Tour Operators

The organization follows international and national good
practice and locally agreed guidance for the management
and promotion of visits to indigenous communities and
culturally or historically sensitive sites in order to minimize
adverse impacts and maximize local benefits and visitor
fulfilment.

a. The organization demonstrates awareness of, and
compliance with, existing international, national and local
good practice and guidance for tourist visits to cultural sites
and indigenous communities.
b. The organization engages with communities/sites in
reviewing guidance and creating and agreeing additional
guidelines as necessary.
c. Guidelines are effectively used and communicated.
d. Particular measures are in place to avoid inappropriate
interaction with children.
e. The organization participates in/supports training and use
of local guides.
f. Consideration is given to the capacity and fragility of sites
and communities, and to the levels of pressure on them, in
determining the size, frequency and timing of group visits.
g. Feedback from local communities and from visitors is
encouraged and acted upon.

C2 Protecting cultural heritage
The organization contributes to the protection, preservation
and enhancement of local properties, sites and traditions of
historical, archaeological, cultural and spiritual significance
and does not impede access to them by local residents.

a. The organization makes and records monetary
contributions to the protection of cultural heritage in its
main areas of operation/visited.
b. The organization provides in-kind or other support for
cultural heritage in its main areas of operation/visited.
c. The organization ensures that its activities do not impede
local access to sites.

C3 Presenting culture and heritage
The organization values and incorporates authentic elements
of traditional and contemporary local culture in its
operations, design, decoration, cuisine, or shops, while
respecting the intellectual property rights of local
communities.

a. Sites visited and experiences offered provide an authentic
experience of local culture and heritage.
b. Living cultural heritage and traditions are evident in
cuisine, retail, events and other services offered.
c. Copyright and intellectual property rights have been
observed and necessary permissions obtained.
d. The views of the local community have been sought on
the presentation of local cultural heritage.

C4 Artefacts
Historical and archaeological artefacts are not sold, traded or a. Any use of artefacts is transparent and/or documented
displayed, except as permitted by local and international
and reported.
law.
b. Where artefacts are used, laws and bylaws have been
identified that permit such use.
c. Visitors are prevented from removing or damaging
artefacts.
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SECTION D: Maximize benefits to the environment and minimize negative impacts
GSTC Industry Criteria
D1 Conserving resources
D1.1 Environmentally preferable purchasing
Purchasing policies favour environmentally sustainable
suppliers and products, including capital goods, food,
beverages, building materials and consumables.

Indicators for Tour Operators

a. A documented environmental purchasing policy is in place.
b. Preference is given to products and suppliers with
environmental certification – notably with respect to wood,
paper, fish, other foods, and products from the wild.
c. Where certified products are not available, consideration is
given to origin and methods of growing or production.
d. Threatened species are not used or sold.
e. Service providers and other operators selected and
featured in tours have environmental/sustainability
certification where possible.
f. Where certified businesses are not available, the
sustainability performance of service providers is considered
and required improvements are communicated and
implemented.

D1.2 Efficient purchasing
The organization carefully manages the purchasing of
a. Purchasing favours reusable, returnable and recycled
consumable and disposable goods, including food, in order to goods.
minimize waste.
b. Purchasing and use of consumable and disposable goods
are monitored and managed.
c. Unnecessary packaging (especially from plastic) is avoided,
with buying in bulk as appropriate.

D1.3 Energy conservation
Energy consumption is measured by type and steps are taken a. Energy used in the organization’s operations and those
to minimize overall consumption. The organization makes
over which it has direct influence/control is monitored and
efforts to increase its use of renewable energy.
managed.
b. Renewable sources are favoured and the share of
renewable energy in total energy supply is monitored and
managed.
c. Equipment and practices are used that minimize energy
use.
d. Goals for reducing energy consumption are in place.
e. Staff and guests are given guidance on minimizing energy
use.

D1.4 Water conservation
Water risk is assessed, water consumption is measured by
type, and steps are taken to minimize overall consumption.
Water sourcing is sustainable and does not adversely affect
environmental flows. In areas of high water risk, contextbased water stewardship goals are identified and pursued.

a. Water risk in the main destinations visited has been
assessed and documented.
b. In destinations visited where water risk has been assessed
as high, water stewardship goals have been determined.
c. Water used in the organization’s operations and those over
which it has direct influence/control is monitored and
managed.
d. Equipment and practices are used that minimize water
consumption.
e. Water originates from a legal and sustainable source which
has not previously affected, and is unlikely in future to affect,
environmental flows.
f. Consideration is given to cumulative impacts of tourism in
the locality on water sources.
g. Goals for reducing water consumption are in place.
h. Staff and guests are given guidance on minimizing water
use.

D2 Reducing pollution
D2.1 Greenhouse gas emissions
Significant greenhouse gas emissions from all sources
controlled by the organization are identified, calculated
where possible and procedures implemented to avoid or to
minimize them. Offsetting of the organization's remaining
emissions is encouraged.

a. Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions from
the organization’s operations and those over which it has
direct influence/control are monitored and managed.
b. Carbon Footprint per tourist/night is monitored and
managed.
c. Actions are taken to avoid and reduce significant annual
emissions from all sources controlled by the organization.
d. Actions are taken to encourage suppliers of products and
services to avoid and reduce significant annual emissions.
e. Carbon offset mechanisms are used where practical.
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D2.2 Transport
The organization seeks to reduce transportation
requirements and actively encourages the use of cleaner and
more resource efficient alternatives by customers,
employees, suppliers and in its own operations.

a. Where practical and feasible, the cleanest and most
resource efficient transport options are used in the provision
of tour programmes and excursions.
b. Information is provided and promoted to customers on
alternative (climate friendly) transport options, where
available.
c. Alternative transport options (e.g. bike rental, car sharing,
pick-ups) for guests and staff are provided or facilitated.
d. Markets accessible by short and more sustainable
transport options are favoured.
e. Local suppliers are favoured and daily operations seek to
minimize transport use.

D2.3 Wastewater
Wastewater, including grey water, is effectively treated and
is only reused or released safely, with no adverse effects to
the local population or the environment.

a. The organization is aware of wastewater treatment
arrangements in the main destinations visited, and seeks to
influence their improvement where necessary and
practicable.
b. Wastewater resulting from organization’s operations and
those over which it has direct influence/control is disposed
of to a municipal or government approved treatment system,
if available.
c. If suitable municipal wastewater treatment is not
available, there is a system in place on site to treat
wastewater (that meets international wastewater quality
requirements) and ensures no adverse effects on the local
population and the environment.

D2.4 Solid waste
Waste, including food waste, is measured, mechanisms are
in place to reduce waste and, where reduction is not
feasible, to reuse or recycle it. Any residual waste disposal
has no adverse effect on the local population or the
environment.

a. The organization is aware of waste management
arrangements in the main destinations visited, and seeks to
influence their improvement where necessary and
practicable.
b. A solid waste management plan is in place for the
organization’s operations and those over which it has direct
influence/control.
c. The solid waste management plan includes actions to
reduce, separate and reuse or recycle food waste where
applicable.
d. Waste disposal is to a government run or approved facility
and there is evidence that the facility has no negative impact
on the environment or local population.
e. Solid waste disposed is measured by type and goals are in
place to minimize non-diverted solid waste.
f. Guidance is given to customers, staff and suppliers of
products and services on minimizing waste.

D2.5 Harmful substances
The use of harmful substances, including pesticides, paints,
swimming pool disinfectants, and cleaning materials, is
minimized, and substituted when available by innocuous
products or processes. All storage, use, handling, and
disposal of chemicals are properly managed.

a. An inventory of harmful substances has been made and
material safety data sheets (MSDS) are held.
b. Action has been taken to source more environmentally
friendly alternatives.
c. Chemicals, especially those in bulk amounts, are stored
and handled in accordance with appropriate standards.
d. Visitors are informed in advance to avoid use of personal
toiletries and other substances which may be considered
harmful to the local environment.

D2.6 Minimize pollution
The organization implements practices to minimize pollution a. The potential sources of pollution covered in the criterion
from noise, light, runoff, erosion, ozone-depleting
have been reviewed and identified.
substances, and air, water and soil contaminants.
b. The potential sources of pollution covered in the criterion
are monitored.
c. Action is taken to minimize and where possible eliminate
pollution from the sources covered in the criterion.

D3 Conserving biodiversity, ecosystems and landscapes
D3.1 Biodiversity conservation
The organization supports and contributes to biodiversity
conservation, including through appropriate management of
its own property. Particular attention is paid to natural
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value. Any
disturbance of natural ecosystems is minimized,
rehabilitated and there is a compensatory contribution to
conservation management.

a. The organization demonstrates awareness of natural
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value in the
areas visited.
b. The organization provides and records monetary support
for biodiversity conservation in its main areas of
operation/visited.
c. The organization provides and records in-kind or other
support for biodiversity conservation in its main areas of
operation/visited.
d. Properties owned or operated by the organization and
those over which it has direct influence/control are actively
managed to support biodiversity conservation.
e. The organization is aware of, and mitigates, activity with
potential to disturb wildlife and habitats.
f. Compensation is made where any disturbance has
occurred.
g. Action is taken to encourage visitors to support
biodiversity conservation.
h. The organization engages with local conservation NGOs in
its main areas of operation/visited.

D3.2 Invasive species
The organization takes measures to avoid the introduction of
invasive species. Native species are used for landscaping and
restoration wherever feasible, particularly in natural
landscapes.

a. Properties owned or operated by the organization and
those over which it has direct influence/control are
monitored for presence of any invasive species.
b. Action is taken to ensure invasive species are not
introduced or spread.
c. A programme is in place to eradicate and control invasive
species.
d. Landscaping of sites is reviewed to consider use of native
species.
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D3.3 Visits to natural sites
The organization follows appropriate guidelines for the
a. The organization is aware of, and complies with, existing
management and promotion of visits to natural sites in order guidelines for tourist visits to natural sites.
to minimize adverse impacts and maximize visitor fulfilment. b. Guidelines are used when conducting visits and informing
guests.
c. The organization engages with local conservation bodies to
establish/identify issues concerning visits to particular sites.
d. The organization participates in/supports training and use
of local guides in natural sites.
e. Consideration is given to the capacity and fragility of
natural sites, and to the levels of pressure on them, in
determining the size, frequency and timing of group visits.
f. Feedback from local communities and from visitors is
encouraged and acted upon.

D3.4 Wildlife interactions
Interactions with free roaming wildlife, taking into account
cumulative impacts, are non-invasive and responsibly
managed to avoid adverse effects on the animals concerned
and on the viability and behaviour of populations in the wild.

a. The organization is aware of, and complies with, existing
local, national and international regulations and guidelines
concerning wildlife interactions, including wildlife viewing.
b. The organization engages with the development and
implementation of local codes and guidelines for wildlife
interactions, including wildlife viewing, as required, based
on advice of wildlife experts.
c. The organization ensures that all service providers and
sites visited comply with existing local, national and
international regulations and guidelines concerning wildlife
interactions, including wildlife viewing.
d. Direct interactions, in particular feeding, should not be
permitted, unless specifically sanctioned by internationally
accepted standards or, where standards are not available,
guided by independent wildlife expert advice.
e. Measures are taken to minimize disturbance to wildlife.
f. Impacts on wildlife wellbeing are regularly monitored and
addressed.

D3.5 Animal welfare
No species of wild animal is acquired, bred or held captive,
except by authorized and suitably equipped persons and for
properly regulated activities in compliance with local and
international law. Housing, care and handling of all wild and
domestic animals meets the highest standards of animal
welfare.

a. The organization is aware of, and complies with, relevant
laws and regulations concerning captive wildlife.
b. Existing guidelines for specific tourism activities involving
captive wildlife are implemented.
c. Personnel responsible for captive wildlife have
appropriate qualifications and experience and are fully
licensed.
d. The organization is aware of, and complies with, relevant
laws and regulations concerning animal welfare.
e. The organization ensures that all service providers and
sites visited comply with relevant laws, regulations and
guidelines concerning captive wildlife and animal welfare.
f. There is regular inspection of conditions of captive wildlife
and their housing.
g. There is regular inspection of conditions of domestic
animals and their housing and handling.

D3.6 Wildlife harvesting and trade
Wildlife species are not harvested, consumed, displayed,
sold, or traded, except as part of a regulated activity that
ensures that their utilization is sustainable, and in
compliance with local and international laws.

a. The organization is aware of, and complies with, relevant
laws and regulations concerning wildlife harvesting and
trade.
b. The organization ensures that all service providers and
sites visited comply with relevant laws and regulations
concerning wildlife harvesting and trade.
c. Visitors and guides are informed of regulations concerning
wildlife harvesting, consumption and trade and of the need
to avoid buying illegal products/souvenirs derived from
threatened species of wildlife notified by IUCN or CITES.
d. Where hunting activity is legal, it forms part of a
scientifically based, properly managed and strictly enforced
approach to conservation.
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Annexe 2 Summary of Actions & Targets

A3 Reporting and communication
a. Regular reports are made available on sustainability performance.

✓ Climate Emergency Plan to be developed by August 2021, with reportable 10-year
carbon reduction targets

A5 Customer experience
a. A customer feedback system is in place, together with analysis of the results.
b. Negative feedback and responses made to this are recorded.
c. There is evidence of corrective actions taken.

✓ Formal customer feedback system to be developed by December 2021.

A9 Information and interpretation
b. Staff are informed and trained about the natural and cultural heritage of the areas
visited.

✓ By December 2021, we will develop a written briefing for supporting free-lance guides,
about local natural and cultural heritage issues, as well as sustainability and
conservation work through our #FlywayPromise.

B4 Local entrepreneurs
a. Where appropriate, the organization provides advice and support to local service
providers with whom it engages, on the quality and sustainability of their service.

✓ Continue work with our regular accommodation providers and restaurateurs to
eliminate single-use plastics
✓ Advocate business-wide sustainable practices and product choices with our regular
accommodation providers and restaurateurs
✓ Advocate and support providers in Morocco and The Gambia to develop a sustainability
´story´ to enable them to communicate to guests the benefits of their business to
local socio-economic, cultural and environmental sustainability.
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b. Opportunities for joint ventures and partnerships with local entrepreneurs are
considered and pursued where appropriate.

✓ We will continue to bring 1+ groups annually to Marisma21 artesanal salt pans from
2022.
✓ We will continue to bring 1+ groups to Molino de Guadalmesí organic farm community
annually from 2022.
✓ We will continue to bring 1+ groups annually to Cata con Cati wine-tasting from 2022.
✓ From 2022 we will bring 1+ groups to Marambay restaurant, Cádiz
✓ From 2022 we will run 1+ sustainable cookery workshop with Hotel Bandolero
✓ In 2021 we will launch birding and history/archaeology day trip product, using a local
cultural guide.

C3 Presenting culture and heritage
a. Sites visited and experiences offered provide an authentic experience of local
culture and heritage.

✓ In 2021 develop and launch Straits-based trip focussing on wildlife and prehistoric
cultural heritage.

D1 Conserving resources
D1.1 Environmentally preferable purchasing
a. A documented environmental purchasing policy is in place.
b. Preference is given to products and suppliers with environmental certification –
notably with respect to wood, paper, fish, other foods, and products from the wild.
c. Where certified products are not available, consideration is given to origin and
methods of growing or production.
f. Where certified businesses are not available, the sustainability performance of
service providers is considered and required improvements are communicated and
implemented.

✓ Begin developing official purchasing policy for suppliers by December 2021

D1.3 Energy conservation
e. Staff and guests are given guidance on minimizing energy use.
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✓ Include section on energy and water consumption and waste disposal in pre-departure
information in 2021.

D1.4 Water conservation
c. Water used in the organization’s operations and those over which it has direct
influence/control is monitored and managed.
d. Equipment and practices are used that minimize water consumption.
e. Water originates from a legal and sustainable source which has not previously
affected, and is unlikely in future to affect, environmental flows.

g. Goals for reducing water consumption are in place.

✓ We will enter into discussions with our accommodation and catering providers in 2021
to better understand their water use policy and water conservation measures.
i. Staff and guests are given guidance on minimizing water use.
✓ Include section on energy and water consumption and waste disposal in pre-departure
information in 2021.

D2.1 Greenhouse gas emissions
c. Actions are taken to avoid and reduce significant annual emissions from all sources
controlled by the organization.

✓ Climate Action Plan to be produced in line with TDCE requirements by August 2021

D2.2 Transport
b. Information is provided and promoted to customers on alternative (climatefriendly) transport options, where available.

✓ From 2021, we will revise and update wording throughout our communications to
actively promote overland travel options for arrival at trip starting points, and to alter
thinking of air travel as the default option.

D2.4 Solid waste
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e. Solid waste disposed is measured by type and goals are in place to minimize nondiverted solid waste.

✓

In 2021 and 2022, we will measure and record solid waste generation to further inform
our minimisation programme.

D3.1 Biodiversity conservation
b. The organization provides and records monetary support for biodiversity
conservation in its main areas of operation/visited.

✓ In 2021 we will launch our not-for-profit arm, the Flyway Birding Association, an
asociación sin animos de lucre. Its aims and actions are listed under Annexe 4.
Through this organisation we will identify conservation projects and record financial
contributions.
✓ As the tourism industry emerges from the aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2021
and 2022, we will monitor funding and donations to allow us to set annual financial
targets from 2023.

c. The organization provides and records in-kind or other support for biodiversity
conservation in its main areas of operation/visited.

✓ From 2021 we will implement accurate recording of volunteer hours and other in-kind
contributions, with a view to establishing targets in 2022 onwards.

g. Action is taken to encourage visitors to support biodiversity conservation.
✓ From 2021, we will revise and update wording throughout our communications to
actively promote overland travel options for arrival at trip starting points, and to alter
thinking of air travel as the default option.
✓ Post-COVID during 2022 and 2023 we will examine best methods for formalising client
donations. Possibilities include voluntary donation at point of booking, including a
donation in the tour price, committing a set percentage of tour profit as a donation to
FBA.
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Annexe 3 Environmental Purchasing Policy
Referenced in B3a; D1.1a, b & c; D1.2a, b & c; D1.3c; D2.1c.
For further information on how this matrix was developed and is used, please contact us
directly.

Scoring Key
Products are scored up to a maximum of 10 points on each criterion, giving a maximum score of 60.
We achieve a trip purchasing score of 40+ and aim to increase this still further in 2022 and beyond.

Criterion

Classification

Biodiversity benefits

Scoring reflects the relative biodiversity impacts in three main
farming/production systems across various taxa - papers
referenced in following tabs
conventional production
0
organic
7
organic extensive/conservation
10
Figures represent g of CO2 equivalent emitted per kg produced,
from beginning of production to farm or factory gate - taken from
EATS data and papers referenced on the following tabs

Production GHGs

Score

0-1000 gCO2e/kg
1-2000
2-3000
3-4000
4-5000
5-6000
6-7000
7-8000
8-9000
9-10000

Packaging

Seasonal

Local (food miles)

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
none/reused/compostable
10
glass/paper/aluminium
7
tetrapak/genuinely recyclable plastic
4
some single use plastic
2
large amounts of single use plastic
0
Scoring reflects the environmental benefits of selecting naturally
available products for the season, hence avoiding the need for
excessive irrigation or heating.
seasonal
10
seasonality irrelevent (long storage)
10
supplied out of season
0
Scoring reflects the environmental benefits of choosing local
produce, reducing carbon costs of transportation and cold storage.

produced within province
10
produced in region
7
produced in country
5
imported/no local relevance
0
Local (socio-economic benefits) Scoring reflects the socio-economic benefits of buying from local
businesses.
direct from the producer
from producer via locally-owned retailer
locally produced, retailed through large chain
locally-owned retailer
large chain providing quality local employment
no local benefit
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10
8
6
6
3
0

Purchasing Matrix
Item
bread - panaderia/local shop
bread - supermarket/garage
olive oil - olisone
olive oil - olisone bio (organic)
olive oil - ancient
tree/conservation farming (organic)
salt - supermarket standard
salt - artesanal (organic)
margarine
butter
butter - lidl bio (organic)
tortilla supermarket
tortilla home made (organic local
eggs and veg)
allioli supermarket
hummus- lidl
hummus - home made (organic
ingredients)
olives supermarket
olives locally sourced (organic)
jar salads - supermarket bio range
(organic)
jar salads - supermarket standard
range
fresh salad - local shop (mix of
organic and conventional)
fresh salad - supermarket organic
range
fresh salad - supermarket standard
range
fresh fruit - local shop (mix of
organic and conventional)
fresh fruit - supermarket organic
range
fresh fruit - supermarket standard
range
crisps - standard potato crisps
supermarket/garage
crisps - potato cardboard tube
crisps - standard local shop
crisps - local brand
cheese - supermarket standard
curado mescla
cheese - supermarket local sheep´s
or goat´s
cheese - local sheep´s or goat´s
extensively grazed
pig meat products - standard
supermarket pre-sliced
pig meat products - standard, local
butcher
pig meat products - premium,
organic, conservation grazing
wine - supermarket standard range
wine - supermarket organic range
wine - local organic conservation
wine
juice - supermarket standard
juice - supermarket premium

Biodiversity Production
benefits
GHGs

Packaging

Seasonal

Local (food
miles)

Local (socioeconomic
benefits)

Total

2020
example
7 days

0
0
0
7

10
10
7
7

10
10
3
7

10
10
10
10

7
7
7
7

10
3
3
3

47
40
30
41

10

8

10

10

10

10

58

0
10
0
0
7
0

10
10
9
2
4
9

3
10
3
0
0
0

10
10
10
10
10
10

0
10
0
0
0
0

3
10
3
3
3
3

26
60
25
15
24
22

7

9

10

10

7

5
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0
0

8
10

4
4

10
10

0
0

3
3

25
27

7

10

7

10

7

3
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0
7

9
9

7
7

10
10

7
10

5
10

38
53

38

7

9

7

10

0

3

36

36

0

9

7

10

0

3

29

29

5

10

10

10

10

8

53

53

7

10

10

10

7

5

49

49

0

10

10

5

7

3

35

5

10

10

10

10

8

53

53

7

10

10

7

7

5

46

46

0

10

10

5

7

3

35

0

9

2

10

0

3

24

0
0
0

9
9
9

7
2
2

10
10
10

0
0
10

3
6
6

29
27
37

0

2

2

10

0

3

17

7

7

2

10

10

6

42

42

10

7

2

10

10

10

49

49

0

6

0

10

5

3

24

0

6

2

10

7

8

33

10

6

2

10

7

8
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0

9

7

10

5

3

34

7

9

7

10

5

3

41

10

10

7

10

7

6

50

0
0

9
9

4
7

10
10

0
0

3
3

26
29

29

36.6

40.6

AVERAGE

48

47
40
41

60
25

27

29
37
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Annexe 4 Flyway Birding Association Aims and Actions
Referenced in D3.1b
AIMS
Benefit wild birds and natural habitats in The Straits of Gibraltar, and across the East
Atlantic Flyway, using the established measurable conservation methods of the Species
Recovery Curve.
Educate and raise awareness and advocate species recovery conservation to wildlife
tourists, businesses and governmental organisations.
ACTIONS
Identify key avian species and habitats under threat across the East Atlantic Flyway, where
intervention from the FBA will further conservation recovery.
Collaborate with research and conservation organisations and projects to establish the
cause of population declines and threats through scientific research, and to enable design
and implementation of practical conservation measures, through direct and indirect
action.
Use the Species Recovery Curve to assess species and habitat statuses and move to
sustainable species recovery management.
Raise funds to progress aims through donations and membership activities.
Facilitate involvement of wildlife tourists in conservation and research aims through
support activities.
Raise awareness of threats to species and habitats and species recovery action through
social media, newsletters and face-to-face educational activities using new and existing
opportunities.
Provide advice and advocacy to conservation organisations, governmental organisations,
businesses and the general public to further species recovery conservation.
Produce an annual report detailing species recovery action and progress along the Species
Recovery Curve for individual projects.
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